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Environmental decisions include trade-offs. Policy choices for sustainably providing Earth's 7.7 
billion people with food, energy, and water are urgently needed.  Considered in isolation, these 
sectors generate risk outcomes that impose long-term costs and potential catastrophic climate 
burdens.  This transdisciplinary course examines emerging integrated policies concerning 
sustainable provision of food, energy, and water and their relationship to climate. 
 
Throughout PPOL 447.547 we will conduct an interdisciplinary analysis of contemporary 
environmental policy issues connecting food, energy, water, and cl imate.  We will culminate 
the course with a conference style series of presentations to share the results of our learning.  
There is no final examination, no required text book.  Summer PPOL 447.547 runs June 24-
September 6. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
The growing global population coming out of poverty will create an increased 
demand for food which will need to be produced on not much more land, using less 
water, fertiliser and pesticides than we have historically done. Through the 21st 
century this is achievable, but must be tackled coherently with other global 
challenges of climate change and energy, food and water security. It is predicted that 
by 2030 the world will need to produce around 50 per cent more food and energy, 
together with 30 per cent more fresh water, whilst mitigating and adapting to climate 
change. This threatens to create a ‘perfect storm’ of global events (Figure 7). The 
key questions for policy makers and scientists are these:  
 

• Can 9 billion people be fed equitably, healthily and sustainably?  
• Can we cope with the future demands on water?  
• Can we provide enough energy to supply the growing population coming out 

of poverty?  
• Can we do all this whilst mitigating and adapting to climate change?  

   
These issues are inextricably linked. Science has contributed greatly in the past to 
finding solutions, and it can do so into the future if the investments are made. A new 
greener revolution can be built on the foundations of the first green revolution, but we 
will need to fully explore the range of science and technology opportunities at our 
disposal in the 21st century in order to overcome the greater constraints. This vital 
contribution from science will not happen by default. 
 
Figure 7: The Perfect Storm scenario 
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